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Constantinople: Moscow Patriarchate no longer exists in Ukraine
Russia imposes sanctions on 322 Ukrainian elite, 68 companies
Poroshenko, Merkel discuss threats of escalation in
Sea of Azov.
Constantinople: Moscow Patriarchate no longer
exists in Ukraine.
Poroshenko, Patriarch Bartholomew sign
agreement on cooperation.
Poroshenko, Patriarch Bartholomew sign accord on
independent Ukrainian church.
France to maintain support for Ukraine during G7
presidency - minister of state.
Kyiv Patriarch rejects property seizures, saying
they'll give Kremlin pretext for incursions.

Russia has imposed sweeping financial sanctions
on 322 members of the Ukrainian elite and 68
companies owned by prominent Ukrainian
businessmen.
EU slams Russia over sanctions imposed against
Ukraine.
Russian sanctions to have no impact on Ukraine's
macroeconomic stability, National Bank deputy
chief says.
How the Washington Times spreads Russian
propaganda about Ukraine.
Russian propagandists actively spreading another
lie about "Ukrainian fascists" in Italy – expert.
Twitter deletes over 10,000 accounts that sought to
discourage U.S. voting – media.

Left: “If there is one piece of
military equipment that means more
than anything to troops worldwide,
it's their shovel or e-tool. This video
is a masterpiece in terms of
filmmaking and storytelling.” BI
Right: Ukraine commemorates
Baturyn tragedy. 310 years ago,
Moscow troops destroyed the
Hetman Capital, and massacred all
inside.

Is there an understanding of Russian threat in the EU?
Ukraine-Hungary relations continue to worsen
Populist panic. Do we see an understanding of the
Russian threat in the European Union?
Death or evolution? Ukraine seems to be following
European trends as its rural areas go through
changes. Can and should anything be done about it?
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Ukraine-Hungary relations continue to worsen.
Russia influences the politics of Hungary and that
is the reason why Ukrainian-Hungarian relations
have gotten worse, according to a Hungarian

journalist.
Analysts: Attack on FSB HQ in Arkhangelsk a
‘black swan’ threat to Putin regime.
Russian Spec Ops failures result of GRU’s total
degradation – journalist who helped pin down
Skripal killers.
GULAG was not something far away in Siberia: it
was all around, even in Moscow.
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OSCE drone shot down after spotting Russian missile
Psychology center helps Ukrainian war veterans
Nov.5. Ukrainian soldier, three separatist fighters
killed in East.

Don Cossacks reinforcing Russian and local troops
in the Donbas.

Oct.31. The distance between oposing forces was
shortened near Stavky and Horlivka – OSCE
SMM.

The week in Russia: the Great Terror, the admiral
Kuznetsov, and an attack on the FSB.

The facts speak for themselves re Russia’s military
involvement in Donbas - OSCE Chief Monitor.

Only 3% of Russians say they believe Moscow
poisoned Skripal.

OSCE drone shot down after spotting Russian
missile in Eastern Ukraine.

Russian special services attempt to recruit wives of
Ukrainian military – SBU.

Ukrainian defense industry works hard to
strengthen Army: latest projects.

Psychology center helps Ukrainian war veterans.

Ukrainian army among ten strongest in Europe Business Insider.
Ukraine holds missile firing drills near Crimea..
Frontline soldiers prepare for winter in Donbas.

Left: Children of
Crimean political
prisoners write
stories about their
captive fathers,
collected in the book,
My Father Is a Hero.

Right:

Right: Huge increase
in number of political
prisoners in Russia &
occupied Crimea

Sushchenko awared prize for protecting freedom of speech
Russia sends Ukrainians from occupied Crimea to fight in Syria
ECHR may recognize Russia established control
over Crimea even before occupation.
Russia sends Ukrainians from occupied Crimea to
fight in Syria.
Ukraine protests Russia’s decision to nationalize
property of Mejlis of Crimean Tatar people.
Russia's Supreme Court declared the Mejlis an
extremist organization in 2016.
Russia uses collaborators for its plans to
‘nationalize’ property of the persecuted Crimean
Tatar Mejlis.

.

A mother of four has been vilified by Russian
media in Crimea for protesting against what she
says may be continuing leaks from a chemical
plant.
RF political party asked to pardon Sentsov. Putin
refused, demanding personal appeal of political
prisoner.
Roman Sushchenko was awarded prize for

protection of freedom of speech.
Crackdown on Crimean Tatars: another activist
winds up in cell after last night’s police raid in his
home, - Crimean Solidarity.
Experts point to flaws in official version of Kerch
massacre probe. Journalists say the fatal wound of
the Kerch shooter, who authorities say committed
suicide, does not correspond to the caliber of the
weapon he carried.
Russia uses Kerch mass killing for hate campaign
against Jehovah’s Witnesses.
No end to persecution of Crimean left-wing
activist imprisoned for social media posts.
Two Muslims get huge prison sentences for
teaching their faith in Russian-occupied Crimea.
Fears for the life of Luhansk man abducted by
Kremlin-backed militants.
Russian prison staff ‘lose’ medicine for abducted
Ukrainian political prisoner with life-threatening
medical condition.
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Economic growth in most oblasts has reached pre-war levels
Ukrainians no longer have to choose between food and medicines
Angela Merkel visits Ukraine, Ukraine without
Moscow Patriarchate and more – Uacrisis Weekly
Update on Ukraine #78, Oct 29 – Nov 4.
Week's balance: Russian sanctions, progress in
Doing Business, and gas price hike.
Ukraine, Turkey sign bilateral cooperation
documents.
Ukraine attracts $1 bln of direct foreign
investments in H1 2018.
Verkhovna Rada Speaker: We realize Russia will
try to meddle in Ukraine’s elections.
Vice PM: IT industry ranks second in Ukrainian
service exports.
State Statistics: Number of staff employees
decreasing in Ukraine.
Assessment of the Affordable Medicines
Government Program: WHO concludes that
Ukrainians no longer have to choose between food
and medicines.
Health Ministry registered SOE "Medical
Procurement of Ukraine", which is eventually to
become a central procurement agency: Ukraine
continues reforming public procurement of
medicines and healthcare products.

Transplantation in Ukraine: Health Ministry to
introduce a Unified state transplantation
information system and to provide access to
international donor registers.
Naftogaz Ukrainy preparing placement of fiveyear eurobonds, road show to begin on Nov 5 –
source.
System recovered. Now back it up. Economic
growth in most oblasts has reached pre-war levels
or even passed them. What prospects does Ukraine
have now?
A Meter of Changes: In what condition is the real
estate market and what to expect from the prices.
Ukraine plans to fully legalize cryptocurrencies
within three years.
The story of a young seminarian who helps people
with disabilities / #Being20.
Ukrainian whistleblower attacked with acid dies,
murder mastermind still unknown.
Person suspected in assault on Handziuk to
receive life-long sentence if he doesn't name
contractor.

Left: Ukrainian 20year-old inventor’s
glove translates
finger signs to
speech / #Being20
Right: Kherson
activist Kateryna
Handziuk has died
after savage acid
attack.

Ideas for a more modern city at Kyiv Forum
Ukrainians apply for 24th Antarctic expedition
Ukrainian esports team Natus Vincere (NA’VI)
gained victory in Counter-Strike at Blast Pro Series
Copenhagen 2018.
Ukrainian innovators present their ideas for a more
modern city at Kyiv Forum.
Racing plane breaks record. Aircraft designer and

pilot Yurii Yakovlev designed a super light plane
for air racing.
Record number of Ukrainians apply for 24th
Antarctic expedition. Twelve people will be
selected.
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Left: “Holodomor. Silenced
voices of starved children”.
The true story of what
happened, in their own words,
told by the young survivors of
the Holodomor who eventually
made their way to Australia.
Right: Oleksandr Usyk leads
the polls for Fighter of the
Year

Four Ukrainian women on top 100 tennis list
First Ukrainian festival held in Denmark
International photo exhibit in Kyiv.

First Ukrainian festival held in Denmark.
Ukraine’s Invictus Games team returns home.
Ukraine won seven gold, ten silver and three
bronze medals.

A man from Ukraine has successfully pulled a
614-ton cargo ship -- with his teeth. It's just the
latest bite at world fame by "Tug-Tooth"
Skavysh.

Crimea brought to Kyiv stage. Actors told their
audiences real stories about Crimea.

Four Ukrainian women on top 100 tennis list.

Left: Caves in
Ternopil region may
be listed among
UNESCO world
heritage natural sites.
Right: students to
research Antarctica
ecology. They will
study the Southern
Ocean's ecosystem and
Antarctic krill stocks.
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